The Hellenic Data Management Symposium (HDMS) is the annual forum for the Greek database community to present and discuss recent advances in the data management field. After a successful series of ten events held since 2002, the 12th symposium will be held in Athens, Greece, from Thursday July 24th to Friday July 25th, 2014, at “Alkis Argyriadis Amphitheatre, University of Athens main building, 30 Panepistimiou Street (Entrance from Riga Feraiou Street) Athens, 10679.

The program of HDMS 2014 will include research paper presentations, tutorials, demos, panels, and invited talks. The key criterion in judging submissions is that of technical content.

Starting from this year, HDMS will have two tracks of research papers. The first track will include papers recently accepted for presentation in top international conferences or journals in the areas of data management and mining. The venues that qualify for this track can be seen at the submission guidelines. Papers submitted to the first track will be automatically accepted after verification by the chairs. The second track will include original work and also accepted papers in venues that do not qualify for the first track, which will be considered for presentation and inclusion in the unofficial HDMS proceedings after peer-review.